Pilot of Earth

A short story by R.M.J.Patry
For Catherine, Marianne, Martine, Pierre & Frederic

PAGE ONE (six panels)
Panel 1: A plane flies in the clear blue sky.
1 WIFE (OFF PANEL): Take me flying, my love.
2 PILOT (OFF PANEL): If I hadn’t already promised our son-Panel 2: Pan down to show a grey-haired PILOT (50)standing outside
of a hangar with his WIFE (50). The sun shines down on them.
3 PILOT: --I wouldn’t hesitate. But, I promise you, my adorable
wife, you’re the next person I go flying with.
Panel 3: Pilot & his Wife kiss.
4 WIFE: I’ll hold you to that, my adoring husband.
Panel 4: Angle up from the pavement as the hangar door opens.
Panel 5: Inside the hangar, a spitting image of the Pilot only 25
years younger--his SON (mid 20s)--leans against the body of a single
engine Cessna with his arms crossed and his aviator sunglasses
resting on the bridge of his nose, exposing his jovial, joking eyes.
In the background is an old, weather worn Rutan Varieze two-seat
plane.
5 SON: Enough smoochin’, lovebirds. We’ve got sky to fly and not
even birds can fly while they’re smoochin’.
Panel 6: Pilot waves to his Wife, as does his Son.
6 PILOT: Alright, alright, let’s catch some clouds.
7 PILOT: Bye, Hon.
8 WIFE: See you at dinner, boys.
9 SON: Bye, Mom!
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PAGE TWO (six panels)
Panel 1: The Cessna flies through the sky, which is a darker blue
than before.
1 SON (FROM INSIDE PLANE): You OK, Pop?
Panel 2: In the Cessna’s cockpit, Pilot & Son sit behind the plane’s
controls. The latter looks a little under the weather. The sky is
a darker blue than in the previous panel.
2 SON: You look a little pale.
3 PILOT: I…I’m fine, Son.
Panel 3: Dizzy, Pilot has removed his sunglasses to pinch the bridge
of his nose. The sky is a darker blue than in the previous panel.
4 PILOT: Just a little dizzy.
5 PILOT: Would you, uh…would you mind taking the wheel?
6 SON: No problem.
Panel 4: Pilot sits back in his seat with eyes shut. His Son looks
over at him with an eyebrow raised. The sky is darker than in the
previous panel.
7 SON: You sure you’re OK?
8 PILOT: I will be.
9 PILOT: Just…need to…rest my…
10 SON: Pop?
Panel 5: Pilot hangs his head as his body goes limp, held upright
only by his seat belt. The sky is a dark, dark blue, nearly black.
11 PILOT: …eyes…
12 SON: Pop!
Panel 6: Pitch black.
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PAGE THREE (six panels)
Panel 1: The blackness fades into the next panel, into the past…
Panel 2: Pilot (mid-20s)--sporting long black hair--stares at the
reader in awe.
Panel 3: Staring back at him is his Wife (mid-20s), but she isn’t
his wife yet. She smiles and brushes a lock of her long black
hair--longer than his--behind her ear.
Panel 4: Repeat the previous panel, but the colours are inverted,
like the negatives on a roll of film.
Panel 5: A bizarre, slug-like creature has appeared, grabbing
Pilot’s Wife with its tentacles while reaching one toward the
reader.
1 SLUG: >###<
Panel 6: Pilot’s eyes and mouth are wide with shock and fearful
awe.
2 PILOT: >gasp<
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PAGE FOUR (six panels)
Panel 1: Disoriented, Pilot sits in the passenger’s seat of his
Son’s car. The latter isn’t in the panel.
1 PILOT: >pant< >pant<
Panel 2: POV through the car’s windshield: Wife, Son & DAUGHTER
(early 20s) stand by the front door of Pilot’s house, unable to
hide the obvious concern on their fraught faces.
Panel 3: Pilot sits in a doctor’s office with his Wife. The two
hold hands and stare at each other with eyes welling up while the
doctor sits behind her desk.
2 DOCTOR: I’m sorry…
Panel 4: Pilot lies in a hospital bed. His hair has fallen out and
his body has withered into a husk of what it was up until this panel.
Despite his weakened state, he holds his Wife’s hand tight, tighter
than he ever has before.
3 PILOT: I’m sorry…
4 WIFE: What for?
5 PILOT: I…promised you’d be the next person I took flying, but…I…I
never did.
Panel 5: Tears stream down Wife’s face as she kisses Pilot’s hand,
which holds hers tightly.
6 WIFE: Oh, my love…
Panel 6: Pilot’s hand--the top of which moistened by his Wife’s
tears--has gone limp.
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PAGE FIVE (three panels)
Panel 1: Pilot’s Wife kneels next to his hospital bed, holding his
hand. A semi-transparent version of Pilot--his metaphysical
form--hovers above the scene.
Panel 2: At Pilot’s memorial service, his Son stands before his
Wife, Daughter, friends, and extended family with a coffin behind
him, delivering his eulogy. Pilot’s essence hovers above the scene.
1 SON: My father was a pilot. There was nothing he loved to do more
than fly. When he wasn’t, he was helping people. It’s no wonder
then that that’s how he met my mother.
Panel 3: Son’s head hangs slightly, his eyes half shut, a tear
glimmering in the corner of his eye. Behind him, the
semi-transparent, ethereal form of Pilot mirrors his expression,
with a hand placed on his Son’s shoulder.
2 SON: If it weren’t for his loves crossing paths, my sister & I
wouldn’t have been born. And if it weren’t for his love for his
loves, we wouldn’t be the people we are today.
3 SON: I love you, Pop.
4 CAPTION (PILOT): I love you, Son.
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PAGE SIX (five panels)
Panel 1: Suddenly, Pilot’s essence hovers above the funeral home.
Panel 2: Pilot’s essence hovers above the planet Earth.
Panel 3: In space, semi-transparent rays of light gather around
Pilot…
Panel 4: …creating a blueprint-like formation around him.
1 CAPTION (PILOT): What’s…?
Panel 5: The blueprints have become the frame of a metaphysical
aircraft, an SR-71 Blackbird.
2 CAPTION (PILOT): What’s happening?
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PAGE SEVEN (four panels)
Panel 1: Pilot’s metaphysical Blackbird drifts among the stars.
1 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): Your latest physical body has
brought you as far as it can take you.
Panel 2: Pilot’s metaphysical Blackbird floats past a dwarf star.
2 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): Your essence, the true you, is
in deep space-Panel 3: The metaphysical Blackbird floats past a supernova.
3 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): --and this construct is a vessel-Panel 4: The metaphysical Blackbird floats toward a black hole.
4 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): --one that will transport you on
the next stage of your journey across existence.
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PAGE EIGHT (six panels)
Panel 1: Pilot’s essence sits in the metaphysical Blackbird’s
cockpit along with three empty seats.
1 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): Do you have any questions?
2 CAPTION (PILOT): Who are you?
3 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): I-Panel 2: Glowing masses of humanoid shaped energy now fill the three
empty seats in the Blackbird’s cockpit.
4 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): --am your guide through dimensions,
your scout across the stars. Think of me as multiversal air traffic
control.
5 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): What’s our destination and ETA?
6 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): The Final Destination and The First.
The End and The Beginning. The Grand Finale and The Great Beyond.
Panel 3: Pilot examines the various controls in front of him. One
of them stands out: a large blue button.
7 CAPTION (PILOT): I…don’t understand.
8 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): Simply put, it is the dimension
in which old souls await new bodies. Your essence will be stripped
of individual traits and experiences, wiped clean before a new
physical life begins.
9 CAPTION (PILOT): “Stripped of individual traits and experieces”?
Panel 4: Pilot raises an eyebrow.
10 CAPTION (PILOT): Are you saying I’ll forget my loves--my Wife,
my kids, and all those serene flights with them?
11 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): Yes. But before you do, as always,
you are hereby granted a moment between moments--an eternity within
a microsecond--to review, revisit, and relive memories from your
physical manifestation of life on the corporeal planet called Earth.
Panel 5: Close up of the big blue button. It reads, “BEYOND”.
12 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): When you are satisfied, push this
button. It will store that life in the multiversal codex and jettison
you across every layer of existence to The Great Beyond at the
fastest speed, that of thought.
Panel 6: POV from behind the metaphysical Blackbird as it enters
the black hole.
13 CAPTION (CO-PILOT): Are you ready?
14 CAPTION (PILOT): I am.
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PAGE NINE (three panels)
Panel 1: The metaphysical Blackbird lays atop a panel filled with
streaks of white light against stark blackness.
Panel 2: The white streaks become the different colours of the
spectrum of light.
Panel 3: The colours fold inward as space-time collapses on itself.
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PAGE TEN (splash page)
The inside of the black hole has morphed into the annuls of time,
a story book of Pilot’s life that displays important images and
cherished memories, like a smashed mirror with different
reflections in each piece of its web of shards: moving in with his
Wife, proposing to her, the birth of their children, their
graduations, and many, many flights with all three in a Varieze
and a Cessna.
CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): This is your life, Pilot of Earth.
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PAGE ELEVEN (four panels)
Panel 1: In the plane’s cockpit, Pilot smiles fondly.
1 CAPTION (PILOT): What a life it was.
Panel 2: Pilot’s expression has changed, his eyes and mouth wide
with shock and fearful awe.
2 SLUG (OFF PANEL): >#######<
3 CAPTION (PILOT): OW!
4 CAPTION (PILOT): What…?
Panel 3: A humongous metaphysical slug envelopes Pilot’s
comparatively tiny aircraft in a tractor beam.
5 CAPTION (PILOT): What is that?
Panel 4: The humungous slug’s tractor beam draws Pilot’s tiny craft
into its form.
6 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): An entity we did not want to
encounter.
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PAGE TWELVE (six panels)
Panel 1: Inside, the humongous slug appears to be a metaphysical
ship, like Pilot’s, only much, much bigger. Pilot hops out of the
Blackbird-to-Beyond’s cockpit and into the unknown.
Panel 2: Pilot has ducked around a corner to watch as smaller slugs
with tentacles, creatures like the one that invaded his thoughts
after he passed out while flying with his Son, swarm the Blackbird.
Panel 3: The slugs remove something from the Blackbird, something
that looks like a chrome human brain.
Panel 4: From around the corridor corner, Pilot frowns at the
previous panel.
1 CAPTION (PILOT): I don’t like the looks of this.
2 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): You are in grave danger.
Panel 5: Suddenly, a utility belt--with holstered firearm--forms
around his waist.
3 CAPTION (PILOT): What are those things?
4 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): The Shapeless: an electro-organic
inter-dimensional species of unknown origin that leeches various
types of energy from different plains of existence. It has taken
your last life’s memories from your vessel’s core.
5 CAPTION (PILOT): Why?
Panel 6: A single slug stays behind to continue inspecting the
Blackbird. Pilot peeks around the corner in the background.
6 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): I do not know.
7 CAPTION (PILOT): Well, I’m not going to sit around and wait to
find out.
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PAGE THIRTEEN (three panels)
Panel 1: The slug has swiftly turned around to catch Pilot tiptoeing
toward the edge of the panel.
1 SLUG: >######<
Panel 2: Pilot dodges the slug’s flailing tentacles as he pulls
the metaphysical pistol from the holster on the utility belt around
his waist.
2 SLUG: >######<
Panel 3: Pilot fires his metaphysical pistol at the reader.
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PAGE FOURTEEN (five panels)
Panel 1: Deep inside the giant incorporeal ship, the slugs present
their Leader with the chrome human brain they removed from the
Blackbird.
1 SLUG: >#### ######<
2 LEADER: >##### ##### ##?<
Panel 2: The brain hovers before the Leader as various metaphysical
devices scan and analyze it. A beam of light fires out of the central
cortex of the brain, creating the next panel.
3 SLUG: >##### ###### ### ###### ## ####<
Panel 3: A 3D model of the Milky Way galaxy is projected before
the reader.
4 SLUG: >##### ####<
Panel 4: The model has zoomed in on a solar system, one that contains
a yellow star and eight planets, nine if you count a small planetoid
on the system’s outskirts.
5 SLUG: >#####<
6 SLUG: >e-a-r-t-h<
Panel 5: A 3D model of the planet Earth is projected before the
Leader.
7 SLUG: >hrth<
8 LEADER: >hrth?<
9 LEADER: >hrrrrrrth<
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PAGE FIFTEEN (three panels)
Panel 1: The shapeless, blob-like Leader raises its tentacles in
maleficent joy, revealing dozens of planets encased within crystal
balls.
1 LEADER: >hrrrr-aaa-hrrr-hrrr-hrrrth!<
2 LEADER: >hrrrr-aaa-ha-ha-ha-haaaa!<
Panel 2: Pan down to show Pilot sneaking into frame, reaching up
to grab the chrome brain.
Panel 3: Pilot has snatched the chrome brain, drawing the attention
of the slug soldiers and the ire of the Leader.
3 LEADER: >##########!<
4 SLUG HORDE: >##########!<
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PAGE SIXTEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: With the chrome brain under one arm like a football, Pilot
runs away from the slug horde, firing back at it with his
metaphysical pistol.
1 SLUG HORDE: >##########!<
2 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): You are in grave danger.
3 CAPTION (PILOT): Tell me something I don’t know!
Panel 2: Pilot runs into the hangar/bay of the slug ship.
4 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): The Shapeless used your memories
to trace a trajectory from our present location in space-time back
to your home planet. It plans on entering the physical plain and
devouring the energies of every being on Earth.
5 CAPTION (CO-PILOT): After harvesting the planet’s matter, the
leeches will kill its inhabitants, shrink it down and add it to
their collection of conquered worlds.
Panel 3: Pilot jumps into the Blackbird’s cockpit.
6 CAPTION (PILOT): Not if I can help it.
Panel 4: Pilot places the chrome brain into a gap in the Blackbird’s
control panel, like a stereo into a car’s dashboard, causing it
to illuminate.
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PAGE SEVENTEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: The Blackbird blasts through the humongous slug’s clutches,
spewing from its form.
1 SFX: >KOOOOOOOM<
Panel 2: Smaller slug ships pour out of the mother ship’s body.
Panel 3: The smaller slug ships fire metaphysical energy at the
Blackbird, damaging one of its wings.
2 CAPTION (PILOT): Shit. I’m hit.
Panel 4: Pilot clenches his teeth and sweats metaphysical sweat
behind the wheel of the Blackbird.
3 CAPTION (PILOT): No offense, Air Traffic Control, but if I’m going
to shake these things--
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PAGE EIGHTEEN (six panels)
Panel 1: Inside the Blackbird’s four-seated cockpit, Pilot’s Wife,
Son & Daughter appear, taking the places of the faceless Co-Pilots
from earlier.
1 CAPTION (PILOT): --I’ll need a full crew.
2 CAPTION (SON): Don’t worry, Pop.
3 CAPTION (DAUGHTER): We’ve got your back.
Panel 2: Pilot’s Son & Daughter sit in the back of the cockpit,
facing hovering holographic targeting screens with their backs to
the reader, as well as Pilot & his Wife, who sit at the front of
the cockpit.
4 CAPTION (DAUGHTER): We’ll take care of the bogies.
5 CAPTION (SON): You two lovebirds focus on keepin’ this baby outta
their crosshairs.
Panel 3: The Blackbird’s underframe-mounted turrets fire…
Panel 4: …blasting the smaller slugs to pieces with metaphysical
energy.
Panel 5: Pilot’s Son fistpumps as he shouts jovially.
6 CAPTION (SON): Ha-haaaa! Take that, ya lousy space leeches!
Panel 6: Pilot smiles.
7 CAPTION (PILOT): Good eye, Son! But don’t get cocky!
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PAGE NINETEEN (three panels)
Panel 1: The Blackbird flies loops around the slug fighters,
blasting them.
1 CAPTION (PILOT): We’re not out of the woods yet!
Panel 2: The humongous incorporeal slug ship leaves a smeared trail
against the blackness…
2 CAPTION (PILOT): The big one’s still--!
Panel 3: …and disappears.
3 CAPTION (PILOT): Where’d it go?
4 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): The Shapeless has set a course
for Earth and jumped into hyperspace.
5 CAPTION (PILOT): We have to stop it.
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PAGE TWENTY (four panels)
Panel 1: Angle up on the big blue button as Pilot glares at it with
hesitance.
1 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): The Shapeless flagship is
travelling at speeds nearing that of light. The only way to catch
up-2 CAPTION (PILOT): Is to fly faster. The only speed faster than
light is the speed of thought. And the only way to fly at the speed
of thought is…
Panel 2: Son & Daughter fade out of the cockpit.
3 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): To travel to The Final Destination
and The First. The End and The Beginning. The Grand Finale and The
Great Beyond.
4 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): If you push the button, you will
not have another chance to review your life, as your memory will
be wiped clean and downloaded into the multiversal codex. You will
be stripped of all individuality.
Panel 3: Pilot sits alone in the cockpit, running a hand through
his hair.
4 CAPTION (AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL): Do you wish to proceed?
5 CAPTION (PILOT): What choice do I have? It’s the only way to save
everyone on Earth. The only way to save my loves.
Panel 4: Close up of Pilot’s hand inching toward the big blue button
marked, “BEYOND”.
6 CAPTION (PILOT): Here goes…
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PAGE TWENTY-ONE (four panels)
Panel 1: Close up of Pilot’s hand pulling away from the big blue
button.
1 CAPTION (PILOT): I can’t.
2 CAPTION (PILOT): I’m not ready to give them up--to forget my family
and never see them again.
Panel 2: A woman’s hand suddenly holds his.
3 CAPTION (WIFE): No one ever is.
Panel 3: Pilot’s Wife--looking the way she did when she was 20--lifts
his chin with a gentle hand and smiles at him comfortingly.
3 CAPTION (WIFE): Just because you are gone--wiped clean of your
old life to explore the mysteries of existence untethered--doesn’t
mean you are forgotten.
Panel 4: The younger, longer haired Pilot (20) sits up from the
underbelly of a small Cessna-style plane in a hangar. A few of his
BUDDIES (early 20s) drink beers. One of them sits at a table using
a CB radio.
4 CAPTION (WIFE): People pass, but memories never die.
5 BUDDY 1: Thanks for the tune-up, buddy, I really appreciate it.
Now get over here and grab one’a these while they’re still cold!
6 PILOT: Don’t mind if I do.
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PAGE TWENTY-TWO (five panels)
Panel 1: Pilot raises an eyebrow as he sips on a beer, his attention
drawn to his friend on the CB radio. Another of Pilot’s buddies
leans into frame, pointing a thumb at the friend using the radio.
1 BUDDY 1: Who’re you talkin’ to on that thing, anyway?
2 BUDDY 2: I didn’t catch all of that, you’re going to have to repeat
yourself. Over.
3 VOICE (THROUGH RADIO): >kshhhh<
Experiencing-->kshhhh<--ifficulties-->kshhhh<--unway two. Over.
4 BUDDY 1: Ooooo, sounds like a lady. A pretty lady.
Panel 2: His Buddy speaks into the radio as Pilot sprints toward
the edge of the panel before his first Buddy has a chance to react.
5 BUDDY 2: We’re at hangar nine and can send over a couple of guys
to lend a hand. Over.
6 BUDDY 1: You wanna go check things-Panel 3: Pilot sprints down the runway.
7 VOICE OVER (BUDDY 1): “--out…?”
Panel 4: Pilot waves to his Wife-to-be as she hops out of her plane.
8 PILOT: Hi, there! I’m one of the grease monkeys down in hangar
nine. I heard you needed some help?
9 WIFE-TO-BE: Uhm, yeah, thanks for coming over so quickly.
10 PILOT: Anything-Panel 5: His Wife-to-be smiles as she brushes a lock of her long
black hair back behind her ear.
11 PILOT (OFF PANEL): --for a beautiful stranger like you.
12 WIFE-TO-BE: Heh, thanks.
13 PILOT (OFF PANEL): What seems to be the problem?
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PAGE TWENTY-THREE (six panels)
Panel 1: Pilot and his Wife-To-Be stand close to each other, both
smiling flirtatiously.
1 WIFE-TO-BE: My radio keeps going in and out, and the ignition
is stuck. The key goes in but it won’t turn. Think you can fix them?
2 PILOT: I think so. For a price.
3 WIFE-TO-BE: Oh yeah? And what would that be?
Panel 2: Close up of Pilot’s future Wife’s hand placing the keys
in his palm.
4 PILOT (OFF PANEL): I get to take you flying.
5 WIFE-TO-BE (OFF PANEL): Deal.
Panel 3: Pilot & his future Wife fly together in the latter’s
Varieze.
Panel 4: In the metaphysical Blackbird’s cockpit, Pilot--now
appearing as he did when he was 20 years old--& the manifestation
of his Wife--also 20 years old--smile at one another.
6 CAPTION (WIFE): Take me flying, my love.
7 CAPTION (PILOT): I promised-Panel 5: Focus on his Wife’s hand pressing down on his, which presses
down on the big blue button marked, “BEYOND”.
8 CAPTION (PILOT): --you’d be the next person I took.
Panel 6: The letters of the word “BEYOND” glow on the big blue button.
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PAGE TWENTY-FOUR (five panels)
Panel 1: The Blackbird’s cockpit begins to glow around Pilot & Wife.
1 CAPTION (PILOT): And just like the first time we soared through
the sky together-Panel 2: Pilot & Wife kiss.
2 CAPTION (PILOT): --I’ll never forget it.
Panel 3: The Blackbird, morphs…
Panel 4: …shrinks…
Panel 5: …and becomes the Varieze Pilot fixed for his Wife the day
they met.
3 CAPTION (PILOT): I’ll never forget you. No matter what.
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PAGE TWENTY-FIVE (splash page)
Streaks of coloured light spew from the back of the glowing
metaphysical Varieze.
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PAGE TWENTY-SIX (six panels)
Panel 1: A comet streaks through space.
Panel 2: Pilot (30) & Wife (30) fly together in a Varieze.
Panel 3: A supernova explodes.
Panel 4: Pilot (40) & Wife (40) fly together in a Varieze.
Panel 5: A quasar pulsates.
Panel 6: Pilot (50) & Wife (50) fly together in a Varieze.
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PAGE TWENTY-SEVEN (splash page)
The metaphysical Varieze crashes through the humongous slug
flagship, bursting out the other side of the exploding blob.
1 SFX: >SHHHHRRRRRAAA-KOOOOOOOOM<
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PAGE TWENTY-EIGHT (four panels)
Panel 1: The metaphysical explosion crackles and sparkles in space,
like fireworks in a night sky.
Panel 2: The inter-dimensional fireworks’ crackling sparkles
become brighter…
Panel 3: …until they fill the frame with blinding white light.
Panel 4: Blinding bright white.
CAPTION (WIFE): Take me flying, my love…
THE END IS THE BEGINNING…
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